
Using visualization
for better fitness
results

Visualization is a strategy employed by coaches and mentors of all kinds to
improve performance in their clients. It is not just for athletes – humans do very
few things without a certain level of visualization first. In fact, some of the biggest
mistakes and negative outcomes can be traced back to a LACK of visualization!

Analogy: next time you are driving a car or riding a bike, pay attention to the
tendency of your wheels to directly follow your line of vision.   If you are looking
directly at an obstacle (or, say, oncoming traffic) you will be more likely to drift
towards it, or hit /ride over it, and completely miss the safe go-arounds.   This
happens because there is the most visual and mental stimuli available, so the
body will tend to follow that path.  So, for something like mountain biking where
there is constantly unpredictable terrain coming at you quickly, the best advice is
to acknowledge the obstacles, but intentionally pick small targets for your wheels
to roll over on the smoothest path through the obstacles– avoid staring directly at
the rock or the root sticking out of the ground. 

 



This phenomena may seem obvious, but remains an incredibly powerful tool that is
often under-utilized.Life lessons abound from this concept, but Here are 3 ways you
can use visualization to improve your FITNESS results:

1) Practice “predictive adaptability.” For many, fitting a workout in during a busy day
is a challenge. Adulting means there will ALWAYS be things pulling you away from
your ideal fitness routine. Visualizing your day can include acknowledging potential
obstacles and different versions of the day playing out.  Each version should include a
workout even if it isn’t the one you wanted to do or were planning originally. Any
workout is better than none, and it also serves in strengthening your resolve to do it
again!

2) Put yourself in your own (future) shoes. As part of your pre-performance routine,
close your eyes and think about the obstacles that will get in the way of your best
performance, and think specifically about how you will handle each one. Take as much
information as possible into this time of focus so you can match up past experiences
and reasonable expectations (ie, convince yourself to be OK with different outcomes)
with how you expect to feel in those situations.

3) Develop a pre-set routine. If you are lifting weights, a great way to get in to the
next set is to have the exact same routine leading up to a set.Visualize the movement,
the muscles involved in the lift, and what you want to get out of the set. A great way to
do this is to time your rest between sets, and use the last 20 seconds or so to use as
an entry-point to the set.During this time, experiment with different ways of visualizing
and pairing pre-set breathing and movement patterns to prepare the mind as well as
the body. Commit to starting the set the same way every time. 

Having the mind and body on the same page is a big factor, whether it is day planning,
a big race, or training to get stronger in the gym. Remember, the body will tend to
follow the vision set forth in the mind!Use it to your advantage 

 


